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India’s supreme court gives  
disputed holy site to Hindus

Hundreds of Indian Sikhs make historic pilgrimage to Pakistan 

AHMEDABAD, India: Supporters of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) militant
organization celebrate the Indian Supreme Court’s verdict to award the disputed
religious site in Ayodhya to Hindus yesterday. — AFP 

KARTARPUR, Pakistan: Sikh pilgrims stand in a queue to visit the Shrine of Baba
Guru Nanak Dev at Gurdwara Darbar Sahib near the Indian border yesterday. — AFP 

NEW DELHI/AYODHYA/KARTARPUR: India’s
Supreme Court yesterday awarded a bitterly contested
religious site to Hindus, dealing a defeat to Muslims
who also claim the land that has sparked some of the
country’s bloodiest riots since independence. The ruling
in the dispute between Hindu and Muslim groups paves
the way for the construction of a Hindu temple on the
site in the northern town of Ayodhya, a proposal long
supported by Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s ruling
Hindu-nationalist party.

Yesterday’s judgment, which is likely to be viewed as
a win for Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and its
backers, was criticized as unfair by a lawyer for the
Muslim group involved in the case. However, the
group’s leader said ultimately it would accept the ver-
dict and called for peace between India’s majority
Hindus and Muslims, who constitute 14 percent of its 1.3
billion people.

In 1992, a Hindu mob destroyed the 16th-century
Babri Mosque on the site, triggering riots in which
about 2,000 people, most of them Muslims, were killed
across the country. Court battles over the ownership of
the site followed. Jubilant Hindus, who have long cam-
paigned for a temple to be built on the ruins of the
mosque, cheered and set off fire crackers in celebration
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